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VIA HAND DELIVERY AND ECF 
 
The Honorable Martin Glenn 
United States Bankruptcy Court 
Southern District of New York 
One Bowling Green – Room 523 
New York, New York 10004 
 
Re:  In re MF Global Holdings Ltd., et al., Case No. 11-15059 (MG) (Bankr. S.D.N.Y.) 
 
Dear Judge Glenn: 
 
William K. Harrington, the United States Trustee for Region 2, hereby responds to MF Global 
Holdings Ltd.’s (“MF Global”) October 4, 2019 letter requesting a pre-motion conference in 
connection with a motion challenging the assessment of fees under 28 U.S.C. § 1930(a)(6) in MF 
Global’s chapter 11 case. ECF No. 2396.  This letter provides additional background to the 2017 
amendment to section 1930(a)(6) and responds to certain allegations in MF Global’s letter.  
Then it addresses the appropriate procedure for seeking the relief MF Global wants.   
 
First, Congress intended from the start that the U.S. Trustee Program be paid for by users of the 
bankruptcy system rather than taxpayers.  H.R. Rep. No. 99-764, at 22 (1986).  Thus, although 
Congress funds the Program through appropriations, those appropriations are then offset by fees 
paid by bankruptcy debtors into the U.S. Trustee System Fund (the Fund).  See 28 U.S.C. § 
589a.  For several decades, appropriations for the U.S. Trustee Program were entirely offset by 
fees deposited in the Fund.  By 2017, however, the Fund had been nearly depleted “due to 
overall declining bankruptcy filings nationwide.”  H.R. Rep. No. 115-130, at 7 (2017).  
Because of the decrease in quarterly fee collections, the Fund’s unrestricted balance was 
projected to be exhausted during fiscal year 2017.  See Dep’t of Justice U.S. Tr. Program FY 
2018 Performance Budget Cong. Submission at 9, 
https://www.justice.gov/file/968761/download. 
 
The Fund was predicted to fall $92 million short of offsetting the Program’s appropriation for 
fiscal year 2017.  Id.  Concerned that exhaustion of the Fund would shift the financial burden 
from users of the bankruptcy system to taxpayers at large, Congress elected to bolster the Fund 
by temporarily increasing the quarterly fees paid by the largest chapter 11 debtors.  See Pub. L. 
No. 115-72, div. B, § 1004(a), 131 Stat. 1224, 1232 (2017) (codified at 28 U.S.C. 
§ 1930(a)(6)(B)). 
 
Second, MF Global’s letter omits the fact that after 28 U.S.C. § 1930(a)(7) was added, a Report 
of the Judicial Conference of the United States reflects that in 2001, the Judicial Conference 
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implemented section 1930(a)(7) to require bankruptcy administrator districts to impose fees “in 
the amounts specified in 28 U.S.C. § 1930, as those amounts may be amended from time to 
time.”  Report of the Proceedings of the Judicial Conference of the United States, at 45-46 
(Sept./Oct. 2001) (available at https://www.uscourts.gov/sites/default/files/2001-09_0.pdf).  
Bankruptcy administrators were required by statute to comply with this 2001 directive imposing 
the same bankruptcy fees in North Carolina and Alabama as set by section 1930(a)(6), as 
“amended from time to time.”  See 28 U.S.C. § 331 (“All judicial officers and employees of the 
United States shall promptly carry into effect all orders of the Judicial Conference. . . .”).   
 
This meant fees went up in bankruptcy administrator districts on January 1, 2018, and judicial 
branch employees had to assess them.  The bankruptcy administrator districts’ failure from 
January 1, 2018, to comply with the 2001 directive, which remained in effect, is unexplained.  
So, too, is the Judicial Conference’s later decision, contrary to section 1930(a)(7)’s authorization 
to impose fees equal to those imposed by section 1930(a)(6), to charge unequal fees in 
bankruptcy administrator districts with respect to cases filed before October 1, 2018.  
 
Third, MF Global’s letter repeatedly says the amendment was retroactively applied.  Those 
assertions are incorrect because it was enacted on October 26, 2017, and applied only to 
quarterly fees incurred on or after January 1, 2018. 
 
Fourth, MF Global’ letter mischaracterizes the arguments and holdings in the cases challenging 
the 2017 amendment to 28 U.S.C. § 1930(a)(6).  Among other things, it incorrectly conflates 
two separate arguments:  (1) whether uneven application of the fee increase between the United 
States Trustee and bankruptcy administrator districts is non-uniform in violation of the 
Bankruptcy Clause, and (2) whether application of the fee increase to pending cases is 
retroactive and, if so, whether that application violates due process.  To clarify, three courts 
have held that the uneven application of the fee increase between the United States Trustee and 
bankruptcy administrator districts is unconstitutionally non-uniform.1  Of those three, two have 
further held that the application of the fee increase to pending cases has a retroactive effect that 
violates due process,2 but the third court rejected the retroactivity argument and expressly held 
that the application of the fee increase to pending cases is prospective.  In re Circuit City Stores, 
Inc., 2019 WL 3202203 at * 5.  A fourth court ruled for the United States in rejecting the 
uniformity argument, holding that the fee increase was constitutionally uniform, and did not 
reach the retroactivity argument as that argument was not raised therein.  Clinton Nurseries, Inc. 
v. Harrington (In re Clinton Nurseries, Inc.), Case Nos. 17-31897, 17-31898, 17-31899, 17-
31900, 2019 WL 4072654, at *12-13 & n. 16 (Bankr. D. Conn. Aug. 28, 2019), appeal docketed, 
Case No. 19-1433 (D. Conn.).  
 
Finally, the relief MF Global seeks cannot be obtained by motion.  MF Global claims that as a 
result of applying the 2017 amendment to section 1930(a)(6) to its case, it has paid more in 
quarterly fees than it would have owed under the prior fee schedule.  MF Global claims the 
application of the amendment is unconstitutional and states that it intends to seek relief by 

                                                 
1  See In re Life Partners Holdings, Inc., Case No. 15-40289-mxm-11, 2019 WL 3987707 
(Bankr. N.D. Tex. Aug. 22, 2019), appeal docketed, Case No. 4:19-cv-705 (N.D. Tex.); In re 
Circuit City Stores, Inc., No. 08-35653-KRH, 2019 WL 3202203 (Bankr. E.D. Va. July 15, 
2019), appeal docketed, Case No. 3:19-536 (E.D. Va.); In re Buffets, LLC, 597 B.R 588, 595-97 
(Bankr. W.D. Tex. 2019), appeal docketed, Case No. 19-50765 (5th Cir.). 
2  Life Partners Holdings, Inc., 2019 WL 3987707 at *8; In re Buffets, LLC, 597 B.R. at 596-97. 
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motion under Rule 2020 to recover fees previously paid (or to have such fees set-off against 
future fees) and obtain prospective relief.  However, Rule 7001 expressly requires that actions 
seeking the recovery of money or injunctive relief must be brought by adversary complaint.  See 
Fed. R. Bankr. P. 7001(1) & (7).  Bankruptcy courts that have addressed similar constitutional 
challenges to the 2017 fee amendment have ruled those challenges should be litigated through 
adversary proceedings.  In re Clinton Nurseries, Inc., 2019 WL 4072654, at *3; In re Circuit 
City Stores, Inc., 2019 WL 3202203, at *3.   
 
Bankruptcy Rule 2020 does not alter this.  Rule 2020 governs a proceeding to contest an act by 
the United States Trustee.  Fed. R. Bankr. P. 2020.  Here, the MF Global challenges the 
constitutionality of a law enacted by Congress and signed by the President, which falls outside 
Rule 2020.  Accordingly, MF Global must seek relief by complaint.   
 
If MF Global insists on proceeding by motion, the United States Trustee respectfully requests 
that the Court order briefing on the threshold issue of whether the relief MF Global seeks must 
be brought by adversary complaint with attendant procedural safeguards before the parties 
address the merits.  If the Court should have any questions or require any additional 
information, please have chambers contact the undersigned at 212 510-0500, ext 216. 
 
 
      Respectfully,  
 
      /s/ Brian S. Masumoto 
      Brian S. Masumoto 
      Trial Attorney 
 
cc:   Christopher DiPompeo, Esq. 

Bruce Bennett, Esq. 
Jane Rue Wittstein, Esq.  
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